THE  SPANISH  WAR
rate. I followed him and whispered a word of warning:
"Don't go so fast or our guards might think we are trying
to get away."
But our guards were apparently just as keen as we were
to get the walk over, for when we slackened our speed
they made signs and shouted, "Tire, tire." If it had been
French it would have sounded alarming, as it would have
meant "Shoot, shoot." But in Spanish it only means
"Move on," and so after a second's startled reflection we
mended our pace.
We were not received with open arms in the guard-
room, as there was little space and only two deck-chairs,
which de Jouvenel and myself promptly occupied despite
the protests of the corporal of the guard, who before our
arrival had been fast asleep As compensation for being
robbed of his more comfortable berth he kept loading and
unloading his revolver, with pointed hints, which we
thought out of place, as to what would happen to us at
dawn But we were not left long m doubt, for an amiable
young cavalry lieutenant came along, and after inspecting
our papers said that they were evidently quite in order,
but that nevertheless he would have to send us back to
Burgos under escort.
When dawn came the sound of heavy guns awoke us,
and we all—prisoners and guards alike—dashed out and
climbed to the road bank to watch our first fight. There
were two batteries of four-Inch guns in position; every
minute or so they would fire, and with our glasses we could
see the shells bursting against the grey granite walls of
the pass. I passed my glasses to the friendly lieutenant
for him to look at the scene, and he shouted "They are
falling back." He was referring to a battalion of Reds
which during the night had been pushed out on both
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